
The CMS muon system will be equipped
with new GEM detectors for phase two.
The new GEM detectors will be located
in front of the CSC chambers, which will
help improving the L1-trigger rate.

The GE1/1 station consists of 144 Super
Chambers (SC). Each SC is made of two
layers of triple GEM detectors. The
GE1/1 SC is mounted in the CMS nose in
front of the CSC ME1/1 chambers. The
SC assembly is preformed using the
mechanical stretching technique
without glue in the gas volume. The
GE1/1 Detector is operated with Ar/CO!
(70:30) gas mixture.

Preparing the assembly kit for the baseplate
with internal D frame and guiding pins.

Cleaning the foil and cut off the spare High
Voltage pads.

Putting the GE2/1 foil with the drift side down
on the assembly base plate by using guiding
pins, removing the foil from the frame and
using the plate for tension and after that test
the top and bottom of GEM1.

Mounting the internal frame C and do the
same the GEM2 preparation like the GEM1
procedure. Placing the metallic T nuts and
then mount the internal frame B. Repeating
the same procedure for GEM3 and mount the
internal frame A.

when done with the GEM stacking, covering
the stack with plexiglass, cutting the excess
of the Kapton foil, removing the guide pins,
and then clean the stack again. Testing the
foil by using the megger again.

Transferring the GEM stack on the drift board
that was already cleaned. Inserting the
screws in the pull-outs and then stretch the
foils.

Inserting the external frames, removing the
Plexiglas cover, mounting the readout board
on the GEM stack, and finally closing it.

After finishing the assembly, the quality
control steps continue from QC3.
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GE2/1 consists of 72 Chambers and the
layout it is the same as GE1/1 layout.
The difference is that GE2/1 covers a
larger surface with the same technical
solution successfully adopted for the
GE1/1 (3/1/2/1 mm gaps). Two
independent GE2/1 layers will be placed
on the YE1/1 disk . To achieve maximum
coverage, modules in front and back will
be staggered. As a consequence, eight
different types of modules are being
designed and produced.
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Conclusion
The GEM technology is selected for the
upgrade of the CMS muon Endcap. Three
projects were developed: GE1/1(already
installed in CMS), GE2/1 (ongoing), and
ME0 (planned). The three projects will
benefit of the double side segmented
GEM foils which provide robust
protection against spark propagation
towards the Readout Boards and Front-
End electronics.
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Quality control for GE2/1 consists of ten
steps named QC1…QC10. These ten
steps are grouped into four sub groups
depending on the manufacturing stage
of the chamber modules.
Overview:
• QC1 → QC2: For the GEM foils.
• QC3 → QC4: For the modules.
• QC6 → QC8: For the electronics and

chamber test using comics.
• QC9 → QC10: transporting and

installing the chambers in P5.

Detailed description:
• QC1: Inspecting the material.
• QC2: High voltage test to check

current leak.
• QC3: Gas leak test.
• QC4: Intrinsic noise and Voltage /

Current linearity test.
• QC5: Gain and uniformity tests.
• QC6: High voltage stability test for all

chambers.
• QC7: Electronics connectivity test.
• QC8: Cosmic test of the chambers.

After successfully passing the QC2 step
and testing the foils the processes of the
chamber assembly can start:
Mounting the pull outs on the drift board.

ME0 is a really beneficial upgrade for
muon tracking in CMS as it will help
lowering combinatory in matching muon
segments and improve "# resolution for
muons. Indeed, ME0 has a good position
measurement essential to reduce
impact of neutron backgrounds and
combinatorial matches. ME0 detectors
have six triple GEM layers and provide
high precision of hit reconstruction
which makes measurements of both
position and direction possible.


